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Testing Chiller Controller Cards 
Note: These procedures are for 3 different card versions. They are not the same. Select the 
appropriate section to match the card in the machine. 
 
PCB-0209  PCB, Chiller Control;Dual     [Version 1550-2B Non-Adjustable] 
 
PREPARATION FOR TEST 
1. Locate the Fluid Sensor in the Chiller fluid circuit, and the Ambient Sensor (generally under the 

control cabinet or near the base casting). The Fluid Sensor measures the temperature of the Chiller 
Fluid (DowFrost) flowing through it.  The Ambient Sensor measures the temperature of the area 
near the base casting, for a reference.  

2. Measure the temperature of each sensor, and record the temperature of the Ambient Sensor for the 
reference point. 

3. If the Fluid Sensor is more than 1 degree Farenheit (.5 degrees Celsius) warmer or colder, you must 
correct the temperature first before proceeding this test.   
A. If the Fluid Sensor is WARMER, make certain that the Chiller Pump is running to circulate the 

fluid, and start the Chiller manually to cool the fluid. 
B. If the Fluid Sensor is COLDER, make certain that the Chiller Pump is running to circulate the 

fluid, and run the Spindle at maximum RPM. 
4. When the two sensors are at the SAME temperature, or within ONE degree of each other, then set 

the Fluke VOM to VDC and insert the RED probe into the Channel 1 connector (at the BOTTOM of the 
PCB) into the terminal marked COOLANT. 

5. Insert the BLACK probe into the Channel 1 connector into the terminal marked AMBIENT.    
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BEGIN TEMPERATURE TEST  [1550-2B] 
11. Start the Spindle at maximum RPM, and begin the test. 
12. At each 5 minute interval, record the Spindle Nose temperature.  Mark the chart with the time that 

the Chiller turns OFF and ON.  See sample chart. 
13. Items that influence temperature readings are: 

A. Fluid level and volume in reservoir.  Low fluid level shortens Chiller run time. 
B. Excessive heat from Spindle. 
C. Fluid direction is backwards.  It should enter at the nose of the Spindle and flow upwards and 

out the top. 
D. Insufficient heat extraction from Chiller.  Temperature differential at IN and OUT should be 5-10 

degrees when the Chiller is running.  Clean condensor in Chiller, or check for adequate airflow. 
E. Dirty fluid filter at Chiller Pump. 
F. Kinked fluid hose.  Remove inlet tube from Reservoir and check flow rate. 
G. Air/Oil Spindle receiving too much oil.  Test output from Blue Injector Block with white paper. Oil 

stains on paper should barely be visible. 
H. Ballscrew orifices plugged. 
I. Reservoir inlet tube is too long, or outlet tube is too short.  Inlet tube should only just enter the 

Reservoir, and the outlet tube should draw from near the bottom.   
14. Compare chart results with sample chart, noting that variations will occur with different Spindle 

types, machine types, fluid flowrates, etc. 
 
 
 
 
PCB-0209  PCB, Chiller Control;Dual     [Version 1550-2C Adjustable] 
 
PREPARATION FOR TEST 
1. Locate the Fluid Sensor in the Chiller fluid circuit, and the Ambient Sensor (generally under the 

control cabinet or near the base casting). The Fluid Sensor measures the temperature of the Chiller 
Fluid (DowFrost) flowing through it.  The Ambient Sensor measures the temperature of the area 
near the base casting, for a reference.  

2. Measure the temperature of each sensor, and record the temperature of the Ambient Sensor for the 
reference point. 

3. If the Fluid Sensor is more than 1 degree Farenheit (.5 degree Celsius) warmer or colder, you must 
correct the temperature first before proceeding this test.   
A. If the Fluid Sensor is WARMER, make certain that the Chiller Pump is running to circulate the 

fluid, and start the Chiller manually to cool the fluid. 
B. If the Fluid Sensor is COLDER, make certain that the Chiller Pump is running to circulate the 

fluid, and run the Spindle at maximum RPM. 
4. When the two sensors are at the SAME temperature, or within ONE degree of each other, then set 

the Fluke VOM to VDC and insert the RED probe into the Channel 1 connector (at the TOP of the 
PCB) into the terminal marked COOLANT. 
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5. Insert the BLACK probe into the Channel 1 connector into the terminal marked AMBIENT.    
6. Adjust Potentiometer R29 fully CW (Clockwise) at least 23 turns. 
7. Press “RST TIMERS” switch to reset timers. 
8. Adjust R29 CCW (Counter-Clockwise) slowly until the yellow LED at R5 turns OFF.  Note the Pot 

position.  
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9. Adjust CW until LED R5 turns ON again.  Set Pot halfway between the two positions. 
10. The Fluke VOM should display in the range of +.015VDC to –.015VDC, if not check sensors.  
11. At 75 degrees Farenheit (25 degrees C) Ambient, measuring from AMBIENT or COOLANT to ground, 

the VOM should display about +5.98 VDC (+/- 0.01 VDC). 
12. If differential voltage reading error is too large, and temperatures of sensors are within 1 degree of 

each other, replace CNT-0022 Sensors. Restart the test. 
13. To test the Chiller, first wait until 1550-2C Controller shuts it off.  The board will hold the Chiller from 

restarting the next time for 2 minutes to protect the compressor in the Chiller. 
14. Tape temperature probe to nose of Spindle at about 2.5 inches up from the bottom in the front, 

using Aluminum Foil tape.  Plot the temperature of the Spindle versus the time Spindle is run at 5 
minute intervals. 

 
BEGIN TEMPERATURE TEST  [1550-2C] 
15. Start the Spindle at maximum RPM, and begin the test. 
16. At each 5 minute interval, record the Spindle Nose temperature.  Mark the chart with the time that 

the Chiller turns OFF and ON.  See sample chart. 
17. Items that influence temperature readings are: 

A. Fluid level and volume in reservoir.  Low fluid level shortens Chiller run time. 
B. Excessive heat from Spindle. 
C. Fluid direction is backwards.  It should enter at the nose of the Spindle and flow upwards and 

out the top. 
D. Insufficient heat extraction from Chiller.  Temperature differential at IN and OUT should be 5-10 

degrees when Chiller is running.  Clean condensor in Chiller, or check for adequate airflow. 
E. Dirty fluid filter at Chiller Pump. 
F. Kinked fluid hose.  Remove inlet tube from Reservoir and check flow rate. 
G. Air/Oil Spindle receiving too much oil.  Test output from Blue Injector Block with white paper. Oil 

stains on paper should barely be visible. 
H. Ballscrew orifices plugged. 
I. Reservoir inlet tube is too long, or outlet tube is too short.  Inlet tube should only just enter the 

Reservoir, and the outlet tube should draw from near the bottom.   
18. Compare chart results with sample chart, noting that variations will occur with different Spindle 

types, machine types, fluid flowrates, etc. 
 
 
 
PCB-0209  PCB, Chiller Control;Dual     [Version 1550-2D Adjustable] 
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PREPARATION FOR TEST 
1. Locate the Fluid Sensor in the Chiller fluid circuit, and the Ambient Sensor (generally under the 

control cabinet or near the base casting). The Fluid Sensor measures the temperature of the Chiller 
Fluid (DowFrost) flowing through it.  The Ambient Sensor measures the temperature of the area 
near the base casting, for a reference.  

2. Measure the temperature of each sensor, and record the temperature of the Ambient Sensor for the 
reference point. 

3. If the Fluid Sensor is more than 1 degree Farenheit (.5 degree Celsius) warmer or colder, you must 
correct the temperature first before proceeding this test.   
A. If the Fluid Sensor is WARMER, make certain that the Chiller Pump is running to circulate the 

fluid, and start the Chiller manually to cool the fluid. 
B. If the Fluid Sensor is COLDER, make certain that the Chiller Pump is running to circulate the 

fluid, and run the Spindle at maximum RPM. 
4. When the two sensors are at the SAME temperature, or within ONE degree of each other, then set 

the Fluke VOM to VDC and insert the RED probe into the Channel 1 connector (at the TOP of the 
PCB) into the terminal marked COOLANT. 

5. Insert the BLACK probe into the Channel 1 connector into the terminal marked AMBIENT.    
6. Adjust Potentiometer R29 fully CCW (Counter-Clockwise) at least 23 turns. 
7. Press “RST TIMERS” switch to reset timers. 
8. Adjust R29 CW (Clockwise) slowly until the yellow LED at D7 turns ON.   If LED won’t turn ON, then 

leave R29 at the fully CCW setting. [Generally this adjustment is not necessary, but turning the pot 
CW raises the offset and increases the apparent Ambient temperature]. 

9. The Fluke VOM should display in the range of +.015VDC to –.015VDC, if not check sensors.  
10. At 75 degrees Farenheit (25 degrees C) Ambient, measuring from either AMBIENT or COOLANT to 

ground, the VOM should display about +5.98 VDC (+/- 0.01 VDC). 
11. If differential voltage reading error is too large, and temperatures of sensors are within 1 degree of 

each other, replace CNT-0022 Sensors. Restart the test. 
12. To test the Chiller, first wait until 1550-2D Controller shuts it off.  The board will hold the Chiller from 

restarting the next time for 2 minutes to protect the compressor in the Chiller. 
13. Tape temperature probe to nose of Spindle at about 2.5 inches up from the bottom in the front, 

using Aluminum Foil tape.  Plot the temperature of the Spindle versus the time Spindle is run at 5 
minute intervals. 

 
BEGIN TEMPERATURE TEST  [1550-2D] 
14. Start the Spindle at maximum RPM, and begin the test. 
15. At each 5 minute interval, record the Spindle Nose temperature.  Mark the chart with the time that 

the Chiller turns OFF and ON.  See sample chart. 
16. Items that influence temperature readings are: 

A. Fluid level and volume in reservoir.  Low fluid level shortens Chiller run time. 
B. Excessive heat from Spindle. 
C. Fluid direction is backwards.  It should enter at the nose of the Spindle and flow upwards and 

out the top. 
D. Insufficient heat extraction from Chiller.  Temperature differential at IN and OUT should be 5-10 

degrees when Chiller is running.  Clean condensor in Chiller, or check for adequate airflow. 
E. Dirty fluid filter at Chiller Pump. 
F. Kinked fluid hose.  Remove inlet tube from Reservoir and check flow rate. 
G. Air/Oil Spindle receiving too much oil.  Test output from Blue Injector Block with white paper. Oil 

stains on paper should barely be visible. 
H. Ballscrew orifices plugged. 
I. Reservoir inlet tube is too long, or outlet tube is too short.  Inlet tube should only just enter the 

Reservoir, and the outlet tube should draw from near the bottom.   
17. Compare chart results with sample chart, noting that variations will occur with different Spindle 

types, machine types, fluid flowrates, etc. 


